NinerWorks (Grad Assistantships, HR & Academic Affairs Assignments)

NinerWorks provides an electronic means for departments to hire graduate assistants and SHRA temporary staff. ePAF types currently requested in the Banner Self Service ePAF system will move to NinerWorks in phases. Phase 1 includes SHRA temp hourly and salaried assignments and reassignments, and graduate assistantships. NinerWorks will eventually replace the Banner Self Service ePAF system for all ePAF types. NinerWorks was developed by OneIT Enterprise Applications.
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**Recommended FAQs**
- What are the NinerWorks implementation phases?
- How do I login to NinerWorks?

**Browse More FAQs**
- How does the hiring department get reimbursed for a NinerWorks supersede correction for overpayment? *
- How do I backdate a NinerWorks request? *
- How do I cancel a NinerWorks request for an Assignment?
- How do I ensure the completed NinerWorks request is approved by all the necessary people when it's shared or split funded? *
- How do I login to NinerWorks?
- How do I make a NinerWorks request pay/date change effective for this pay-period? *
- How do I supersede a NinerWorks request? *
- What are the NinerWorks implementation phases?
- What are the payroll calendar deadlines for NinerWorks hiring requests? *
- What does each status in NinerWorks mean? *